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THE TRAVERSE STORY
Welcome to Traverse City, Michigan. Good humor, hard work, and a heavy pour will get you 
a long way up here. Our three founders – Chris, Jared, and Moti – have always understood 
this. Especially the last part. So they decided to capture the “Up North” spirit in every bottle 
of Traverse City Whiskey – with award winning results.

The old patent drawings for the distilling process drawn up by our co-founder Chris’ great- 
grandfather still hang on the wall. The techniques have evolved, but the tradition and 
commitment to quality remain as strong as ever. Come visit us and experience the 
handcrafted process that helps capture the spirit of “Up North” in every bottle.

Barrel Proof
BOURBON

(115-120 PROOF, VARIES BY 
BARREL) 
MASH: Corn, Rye, Malted 
Barley 
Not all whiskey barrels are 
created equal. We've 
reserved our most flavorful 
for this Limited Edition 
release. Traverse City Whis-
key, pure and uncut, bottled 
at full barrel proof. We've 
crafted Barrel Proof with 
life's simpler moments in 
mind-meant to be enjoyed 
smoothly and richly, 
whichever way you please.  

2019 Double Gold - SF Int'l Wine & Spirits
2020 Gold - SF Int'l Wine & Spirits

Barrel Proof
RYE

(115-120 PROOF, VARIES BY 
BARREL) 
MASH: Rye, Malted Barley 

Our small-batch blend of five 
to seven year Straight Rye 
Whiskey barrels is crafted to 
create a broad, fulsome 
mouthfeel, exhibiting a 
harmonious balance of 
butter, cinnamon, clove and 
traditional baking spices. 
The dynamic finish makes 
this a great year-round 
whiskey. 

American 
cherry edition

(70 PROOF, 35% ABV) 
MASH: Corn, Rye, Malted 
Barley 
When you live in the "Cherry 
Capital of the World" and 
come from a multi-genera-
tional cherry farming family, 
a cherry whiskey is a bit of a 
must. Our American Cherry 
Edition is different than most 
cherry whiskies on the 
market today and is steeped 
with Montmorency cherries 
grown on our family's farm. 
We like to say that its flavor 
profile resembles "whiskey 
with a hint of cherry, not the 
other way around." This 
whiskey is crafted to be 
consumed neat or on the 
rocks and is an especially 
delicious substitute in a 
traditional Manhattan or 
whiskey sour. 

North coast
RYE

(90 PROOF, 45% ABV) 
MASH: Distinct blend of 100% 
American Rye and Straight 
Rye Whiskey. 
Crafted with a sturdy northern 
backbone and tough American 
heartbeat, our North Coast 
Rye is a tribute to the water 
and lakes that surround us. 
This unique blend of rye whis-
kies gives off a classic spice on 
the taste buds and leaves you 
with a smooth, buttery finish. 

STRAIGHT 
BOURBON XXX 
WHISKEY

(86 PROOF, 43% ABV) 
MASH: Corn, Rye, Malted 
Barley 
Amber and elegant, our XXX 
Straight Bourbon Whiskey 
has been aged at least four 
years in new American white 
oak barrels. With warm 
vanilla and a Iittle heat, this is 
your go-to whiskey for all 
occasions. Perfect for sipping, 
it still holds its own in your 
much deserved craft cocktail. 
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Founded by Andrew Dewar and William Rattray in 1868, A D Rattray began trading as an importer of French wines, Italian spirits and olive oil. More 
importantly, however, the company also established itself as a specialist in the field of blending and storage of malt and grain whiskies. In the latter 
part of the 1800s A D Rattray Ltd came to represent a number of well-known Highland Malt distilleries - most notably Stronachie - selling bulk 
whisky to West of Scotland wine and spirit merchants, publicans and the main Scotch whisky blending houses in and around Glasgow. Like many 
other merchants, A D Rattray Ltd suffered during the crisis of the early 1900s and in the late 1920s the partners sold the business to William Walker. 
Well-established as a whisky broker, Walker set about expanding the business with the acquisition of a number of smaller merchants.

Despite rationing during the 2nd World War, the company continued to supply the West of Scotland licensed trade until Walker’s death. A D Rattray 
Ltd has returned to the family and is owned by Mr Tim Morrison, previously of Morrison Bowmore Distillers and fourth generation descendent of 
Andrew Dewar. A D Rattray Ltd’s resurgence stems back to early 2004 when, using his extensive knowledge and expertise in the whisky industry, Mr 
Morrison bottled a selection of his own handpicked stock of whiskies for market release. 

Today the company’s principal purpose is to bottle unusual and exclusive casks of Scotch Whisky, with each one chosen to reflect the different styles 
of the six individual whisky regions of Scotland. Whether from Mr Morrison’s own stock or independently sourced, only casks which are found to be 
of exceptional quality are bottled under the A D Rattray Cask Collection label and released into selected markets.

MAKE YEAR AGE NOSE TASTE FINISH

Aultmore 1997 16 Honey, ripe fruits, pineapple, honeydew melon, 
spices and aniseed

Sweet buttery vanilla fudge, bursting with fruit, 
apple tarte tatin

An exceptionally good and complex cask

Bowmore 1997 17 Breezy coastal aromas with fresh fruity notes Soft peat, oily mouthfeel, smoky white pepper on 
the finish

Beautiful Islay spirit from the legendary 
Bowmore

Bunnahabhain 2002 14 Vanilla, brine, seared prawn and lemon drizzle. Salted caramel, poached pear and kiwi fruit A rare breath of seaside calm amidst the 
Islay storms

Croftengea  2005 11 Fresh Cut grass, gentle peat and a hint of 
iodine

Spicy and warming before a hevy wave of fruity 
peat and a crisp refreshing citrus finish

Real competition for the Islay legends here

Croftengea 2005 12 A puff of smoke followed by crumbly fudge and 
silky phenols.

Runny honey, orange peel, damp ash and root 
ginger

A sweeter style of peat, lifted from the 
tongue by zesty lemon and grapefruit

Dailuaine 1998 17 Marzipan, chocolate, lime and citrus notes Soft mouthfeel with more marzipan and a spicy 
finish

Exceptionally smooth single cask from 
Speyside

Dufftown 2007 12 Crisp vanilla meringue, lavender and pear clove 
pomander

Barley sugar, rose pepper and fudge Sweet and spicy, with lemon meringue pie 
and cinnamon

Fettercairn 2006 10 Wine gums, coconut water, orange peel and 
linseed.

Lime juice, pineapple and chocolate-coated 
strawberries

Sharp, zesty and fresh as a Marlborough 
Sauvignon Blanc

Glen Elgin 1995 21 Cut grass, fresh citrus and leather, then the 
merest hint of smoke

Waxy and mouth-coating, with barley sugars and 
honey to the fore

Green tea and finally oak. Gracefully aged, 
full of poise and balance

Glen Grant 1995 23 Toasted coconut, sweet cherry and Turkish 
Delight

Peach, strawberry and luxury heather honey Lingering stone fruit with well-integrated oak

Glen Ord 2009 9 Mint choc chip, dark roast coffee and orange. Caramelized banana, syllabub and molasses. Fading tropical notes of coconut and 
pineapple.

Glenburgie 2010 8 Honeyed pears in puff pastry Stroopwafel, gingerbread and allspice Scotch pancakes, maple syrup and cinnamon

Glendullan 2000 18 Poached pear, gooseberry and rose Heather honey, plum and crumbly Scottish fudge Delightfully bittersweet, like fine oatcakes 
and damson jam

Glentauchers 1996 18 Ripe fruits, barley sugar, hint of citrus Soft and mellow, caramel shortcake, creamy 
vanilla custard

Gorgeous malt 

Inchfad 2005 14 Lime, green apple, butterscotch and latent 
smoke.

Maple smoked ham, earthy peat and honey. Salted caramel and a lingering suggestion 
of chilli pepper.

Ledaig 2007 10 Bresaola, gorse fire, iodine and wild rosemary Wood smoke, maple syrup and a hint of grilled 
kippers

Lingering black pepper and chopped 
Mediterranean herbs

Linkwood 2006 10 Fragrant roses, hay, pear drops and lemon 
spritz

Pressed apples, grassy, barley sugars and honey Rounded off with mature oak and baking 
spices for an aromatic twist

Linkwood 2006 12 Cut grass, vanilla and overnight oats Baklava, grapefruit and white pepper Fresh sourdough with a crisp lime spritz

Mannochmore 2007 11 Dried citrus peel, apricot and honeydew melon Orange marmalade, poached pear and subtle 
rhubarb.

Bright, zesty lemon with a spicy ginger kick.

Williamson 2005 13 Wood smoke, malt biscuits and earthy peat Seville orange, peppermint and soft spice Hints of iodine, lemon and lasting pork 
crackling

Cask Islay Single Malt Batch #2
COLOR: Golden Islay sunset

NOSE: Warm & fiery, roasting peat kiln, some 
citrus notes after the smoke.

PALATE: Oily, burnt toffee, juicy barley and rich 
peat smoke.

CONCLUSION: Lively, peaty and full flavor. 
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SPRINGBANK
Springbank distillery is unique. It is the oldest independent family owned distillery in Scotland. Founded in 1828 on the site of Archibald Mitchell’s illicit still, the 
Springbank Distillery is now in the hands of his great great great grand son, Hedley G. Wright. 

Owned by Mr. Wright’s J&A Mitchell & Co Ltd, Springbank is the only distillery in Scotland to carry out the full production process on the one site. 100% of the 
traditional floor malting maturation and bottling is done at the distillery in Campbeltown. 

It produces the most handmade whisky in Scotland, with traditional production methods being used throughout the 
process, and human involvement at each and every stage. 

It is the only distillery in Scotland to have never chill-filtered, nor do we add any artificial colorings to any of our 
single malts. 

It is the only distillery in Scotland to produce three different single malts, Springbank, Longrow and Hazelburn, 
using there different production methods. 

J&A Mitchell & Co Ltd also owns Mitchell’s Glengyle Distillery in Campbeltown, where Kilkerran single malt is 
distilled, the first new distillery built in Scotland this millennium. J&A Mitchell is also the sister company of the 
Campbeltown based, world-famous independent bottler Wm Cadenhead Ltd, which also bottles Old Raj Gin and a 
range of rum from around the Caribbean. 

Springbank 10 Yr 
NOSE: A gentle Kintyre coastal breeze, redolent with damp peat, 
identifies this as one of Campbeltown’s finest. Fresh orchard fruit, 
orange zest, heather and honey combine with malt and vanilla notes 
to offer a warm welcome to Springbank’s flagship malt. 
PALATE: Equal measures of complexity and robustness with an oily 
mouth feel and plenty of spice, pepper, nutmeg and cinnamon. 
The orchard fruit and malt notes from the nose continue, providing 
balance and character.
FINISH: Sweet salted caramel, toffee and drying peat prolong to round 
off this signature malt. 
CASK TYPE: 60% bourbon, 40% sherry

Springbank 12 Yr Cask Strength 
NOSE: A richness of maraschino cherries, wild berries and boiled fruit 
sweets combine with softer notes of fruit and nut chocolate, almond 
ice cream and watermelon to give a warm and pleasant introduction to 
this twelve year old dram. 
PALATE: The gentle nature of the palate does not hint that this is a 
cask strength whisky with Viennese whirls, milk chocolate, cantuccini 
biscuit, walnut whip present alongside cloves, almonds and syrup. 
FINISH: Salted caramel, gentle smoke and dunnage warehouse notes influence this true Campbeltown malt, while 
coffee bean, clotted cream, hazelnut and liquorice all add a further dimension to this superb dram ensuring you 
return for a refill. 

The original Springbank whisky has been 
distilled legally on the site of the present 
distillery since 1828, and probably 
illicitly since well before then!
Known and loved amongst whisky 
enthusiasts the world over, Springbank is 
produced using lightly-peated barley and 
a unique two-and-a-half-times distillation. 
This gives the whisky a character all of 

its own, making it stand out as a must-
have dram on anyone’s shelf. 
Produced using the most traditional of 
production techniques, from floor malting 
all the way through to the bottling stage, 
Springbank can best be described as a 
“hand-made” single malt. 

SPRINGBANK PRODUCTION METHOD:
Springbank 18 Yr 
NOSE: Elegant with a light briny overtone 
expected of a Campbeltown dram. Fresh 
doughy pretzels, almonds, vanilla, 
shortbread, a touch of sherbet and 
marzipan. 

PALATE: Gentle and refined. Milk chocolate 
and vanilla notes are prominent alongside 
caramel, barely sugar, apple crumble and 
bung cloth. 

FINISH: Lasting with dried peat, licorice, 
smoky fruit, raisins, butterscotch and 
pencil shavings. 

CASK TYPE: 60% sherry, 40% bourbon

 

Springbank 21 Yr 
NOSE: A burst of heather and freshly mowed 
grass followed by honey, pear skin and wood 
shavings. Hints of butter; cheesecake, fresh 
cream and digestive biscuit. 

PALATE: Elegant and gentle. Butterscotch and 
vanilla, sugar cane and molasses develop as 
the influence from the rum cask engulfs the 
palate with apricots, peaches and paprika. 

FINISH: A soft smokiness is present in the 
background, Toffee apples, raisins and oat 
biscuits emerge. In the foreground; peppercorn, 
almonds and apricot jam are promiment.

CASK TYPE: 70% rum, 30% bourbon

   

Springbank 25 Yr 
NOSE: Initially parma violets and rhubarb. 
Barbecued meats and sugar cane molasses 
follow alongside tropical fruits and oloroso 
sherry notes. 

PALATE: Maturity and complexity at its best. 
A perfect balance of sherry and rum casks 
married in harmony. As it breathes; cured 
meat notes with a presence of tropical fruits 
and muscat wine. 

FINISH: Oh yes, it’s definitely a true 
Springbank with coastal and earthy/musty 
dunnage warehouse notes, with sugary 
molasses in the finish. 

CASK TYPE: 60% sherry, 40% rum

Springbank 15 Yr 
NOSE: Springbank’s gentle giant. This dram 
is big and bold with notes of cured meat, 
barbecued beef jerky, clove, mint, iodine, oxo 
cube and tinned prunes all evident from the 
Oloroso cask maturation, while lobster creels 
hint at Springbank’s characteristic maritime 
influence.
PALATE: The peaty character is now evident 
with sooty kiln smoke and tobacco leaves 
prominent in this viscous tipple alongside 
prunes, walnuts, figs, Demerara sugar, cocoa 
powder and smoked meats.
FINISH: The finish grows and develops with 
notes of soot, leather and walnuts prominent 
before easing off like ebbing tide over one of 
Kintyre’s pebble beaches. 
CASK TYPE: 100% sherry
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Longrow Peated
COLOR: Dark amber

NOSE: Very creamy, vanilla custard. The smoke develops gradually, rather than overpowering the other aromas present. Toasted 
marshmallows, herbs and rich fruits appear over time. 
PALATE: Incredibly well balanced – rich and creamy with a slight medicinal hint. The smoke is always present, washing over the 
palate in waves, like the soft billows of smoke from the kiln. 
 FINISH: The gentle smoke lingers and lingers leaving you yearning for more!
CASK TYPE: Various

Longrow 18 Yr
NOSE: Elegant and refined. Sea salt and Wakame seaweed followed by pine cones, wood shavings and honey.

PALATE: Rich and creamy with subtle peat and juicy sweet flavors. Salted popcorn, Tofu, Butterscotch and Vanilla, Tobacco leaf, 
wood shavings and Black Forest gateau.  
FINISH: Pecan nuts followed by soft peaty embers with dark chocolate and earthy notes. 
CASK TYPE: 60% sherry, 40% bourbon

First distilled in 1973, Longrow is a double 
distilled, heavily peated single malt. 
The first distillation was carried out as an 
experiment when the Springbank chairman set 
out to prove that it was possible to produce an 
Islay-style single malt whisky on the mainland. 
This experiment produced a whisky so special 

that Longrow was distilled again a few years 
later and has become an important part of the 
Mitchell’s portfolio, with regular distillation 
having taken place since 1992. 
The barley used in the production of Longrow 
is entirely peat dried, giving the whisky a 
wonderful smoky, peaty character. 

LONGROW PRODUCTION METHOD:

The newest addition to the range of whiskies 
produced at Springbank, Hazelburn gains its 
light, delicate character through being distilled 
three times in the distillery’s old copper stills. 
Hazelburn is made with unpeated barley,  
making the spirit light, fruity and very, very 
subtle. 

1997 saw the first distillation of Hazelburn and 
the first release of the whisky as eight year 
old in 2005 was so successful that all 6,000 
bottles sold out within a matter of weeks.

HAZELBURN PRODUCTION METHOD:

Hazelburn 10 Yr
COLOR: Light bronze. 
NOSE: Stewed pears and baked apples are followed by honeycomb and fudge notes.   
PALATE: A lovely and rich whisky with vanilla and honey flavors. Licorice follows with a refreshing zestiness.  
FINISH: A refined milk chocolate cream finish, which is oily and chewy. 
CASK TYPE: Bourbon
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Kilkerran 8 Yr Cask Strength
NOSE: This exquisite nose begins with 
a gentle hint of worn leather and pipe 
tobacco. Changing now to a much 
sweeter note with sponge cake, vanilla 
pods and clotted cream combining with 
some citrus and fruits in the form of key 
lime pie and green apple skins. 
PALATE: Good cask influence 
here with lots of sweetness from 
the bourbon casks. Golden syrup 
cake, banoffee pie and toasted 
marshmallows just some of the 
desserts you could find in this dram. 
FINISH: The light peat becomes 
more apparent on the finish, along 
with an earthy dunnage note typical 
of Campbeltown whisky. This is 
followed by a herbal grassy note, 
marzipan and grape peel. 
CASK TYPE: 100% bourbon

Kilkerran 16 Yr Single Malt
NOSE: Initially delicate with herbal and citrus 
characteristics before opening up to reveal 
brighter and zestier notes with orange peel 
and tart lemon meringue pie. There is also a 
creamy, nutty aroma which develops over time 
and a hint of tropical pineapple. A fleeting 
briny component reminds you that this is 
definitely a Campbeltown Single Malt. 
PALATE: The palate reveals layers of complex 
flavors. Cereal and malt notes are present 
alongside soft dry peat smoke, herbs, black 
pepper and tones of sandalwood and beeswax. 
The bourbon maturation allows a fragrant 
aniseed note to carry through from the spirit, 
which also lends a waxy texture to the dram. 
FINISH: The dry and ashy peat smoke influence 
continues as does the deep-rooted coastal 
brine. Overall this is a bright and complex 
whisky that is not overly sweetened from the 
bourbon maturation. It is fragrant, grassy and 
gently peated. 
CASK TYPE: 100% bourbon

  
The history of Mitchell’s Glengyle distillery is a long and colorful one, but one which begins 
with a man named William Mitchell. William was the son of Archibald Mitchell, the founder 
of nearby Springbank Distillery. In the second half of the 1800s William ran Springbank 
Distillery in a partnership with his brother John, while the other brothers and sisters were 
active running the old Rieclachan Distillery across town. The family were not just distillers 
but also farmers, which was quite a common thing in those days. The farming element in 
the partnership with John didn’t run very smoothly and allegedly the two brothers had a 
quarrel about sheep. This led to William leaving the family business to start his own venture, 
Glengyle Distillery just down the road from Springbank. 

campbeltown Kilkerran 12 Yr Single Malt
NOSE: Oak notes are dominant, followed by toasted 
marshmallows and dried fruit pudding, as well as cherries, 
marzipan and a hint of peat.  

PALATE: Initially fruity with citrus notes and orange peel, after 
this vanilla, butterscotch, honeycomb and digestive biscuits 
can all be tasted and enjoyed. 

FINISH: Velvet and smooth with lemon meringue, to conclude, 
there’s an oiliness and saltiness that you’d expect from a 
Cambeltown dram.

CASK TYPE: 70% bourbon, 30% sherry 

Kilkerran Heavily Peated Batch No.3
NOSE: Fresh apples, mixed seeds, strawberry laces and 
confectionary sweet. Smouldering campfire and toasted 
marshmallows. 

PALATE: Grilled fruits, cooking popcorn, caramelized brown 
sugar, puff pastry and peppermint creams. 

FINISH: Toasted oats, salted beef, butter, parma ham and 
crushed vanilla pods. 

CASK TYPE: 55% ex-bourbon, 45% ex-sherry

At Mitchell’s Glengyle Distillery we try to use locally 
grown barley as much as possible. Most of our barley 
has been grown on the East coast of Scotland, where 
the climate is better suited to growing barley than the 
wet and windy west coast. The barley is malted in 
traditional floor maltings at the neighboring distillery, 
Springbank. At Springbank the barley is put in a cast 
iron steep with Crosshill loch water, the steeping 
process takes 48 hours. Once the barley has soaked 
up all the water and is saturated it is spread on the 
malting floor to germinate during the next 5-7 days. 
To prevent the barley, or green malt as it is now known 
as, from knitting together, we take turns in turning 
and grubbing the floor every 4 hours. The malt floor 
will then be emptied in to the kiln for the drying out 
process. The Kilkerran malt is dried over a peat fire 
for six hours followed by an additional 30 hours in 
hot air to produce a lightly peated malt. The malt is 
now ready for production and the milling, mashing and 
fermentation process takes place back at Mitchell’s 

Glengyle Distillery. A typical fermentation lasts 
between 72-110 hours. We find that having such a long 
fermentation and using natural materials gives us a 
fruiter ale which in turn produces a fruitier spirit in the 
distillation process. At Mitchell’s Glengyle Distillery we 
do a traditional Scottish double distillation. The spirit 
is then filled into a mixture of casks, we use sherry 
and bourbon mainly, hogsheads and butts. Once filled, 
the casks are transported to Springbank distillery for 
maturation. The spirit cannot be called whisky until it 
has been matured in Scotland for at least three years. 
Once our whisky has matured for the required time, 
casks are selected for bottling and vatted with water 
from Crosshill loch and left to “marry” for up to six 
months prior to bottling. We have a semi-automated 
bottling line, each stage is manned by a person so we 
have every attention to detail covered. Not at any stage 
during bottling do we chill filter our whisky, nor do we 
add any caramel color to the product.

KILKERRAN PRODUCTION METHOD:
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DRINK RESPONSIBLY

The name of this distinguished tequila is a tribute to the plant that gave origin to tequila - Agave Azul, 
which should be considered nothing short of a treasure. It’s impossible to create this fine distillate 
without it. It is made under three principles: passion, talent and experience.
 
It is produced in the town of Jesús María, Jalisco, where agave and tequila production is a unique 
tradition. Its extraordinary quality is the result of a careful method of selecting the best agaves,  
picked only at their optimum ripeness point and slowly cooked in ovens, recreated according to the 
old techniques. That way, the best results are achieved.

@TesoroAzul_Tequila@TequilaTesoroAzul
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TONALA SUPREMA RESERVA AÑEJO 
TEQUILA
100% AGAVE AÑEJO SUPREMA RESERVA IS A VERY SPECIAL TEQUIL A, AGED 
FOR A MINIMUM OF 1 YEAR IN SHERRY AND EX-BOURBON AMERICAN OAK 
BARRELS. THE TEQUILA IS LUSH AND COMPLEX WITH L AYERS OF OAK, 
TROPICAL FRUIT AND SPICE. IT IS MADE FROM HAND SELECTED AGAVE 
PLANTS, TEQUILANA WEBER, 100% ESTATE GROWN IN THE REGION OF 
JALISCO, MEXICO. #4 IS THE SPECIAL BLEND, CREATED BY MASTER 
DISTILLER ARTURO FUENTES.

TASTING NOTES
COLOR: DARK AMBER COLOR
AROMA: LEATHER, CHOCOLATE
TASTE: VANILLA, BURNED AGAVE
FINISH: PLEASANT LONG LENGTH 

FACILITY
FABRICA DE TEQUILAS FINOS IS KNOWN FOR THE HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS 
IT MANUFACTURES, AND THIS IS CONFIRMED BY ITS NUMEROUS AWARDS 
FROM INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS. IT IS THE HOME FOR SUCH BRANDS 
AS: KAH, CENOTE, ROOSTER ROJO, VILLA ONE AND TONALA TEQUILAS.

LOCATED AT THE FOOT OF TEQUILA HILL, IN THE LEGENDARY TOWN OF 
TEQUILA, JALISCO STATE, IT IS MODERN, YET STILL PRESERVES THE BEST 
TEQUILA PRODUCTION TRADITIONS.  THIS IS ACHIEVED WITH THE HELP OF 
DEDICATED PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR THE COMPANY, AND WHO KNOW THE 
CRAFT OF MAKING TEQUILA. MOST OF THEM HAVE WORKED IN THE FABRICA 
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF ITS OPERATIONS. ALL TEQUILAS, CRAFTED AT 
FABRICA DE TEQUILAS FINOS ARE ONLY 100% AGAVE PRODUCTS. 
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Tequila Gran Clasico of House Campo Azul is one 
of the most successful and high-quality tequilas 
that our distillery produces.

Made through cautious and careful process, this 
tequila o�ers all bene�ts and characteristics of a 
tequila from the Highlands of Jalisco.

It is produced in the municipality of Jesus Maria, 
Jalisco, about 12 miles southwest of Arandas, at an 
altitude of 7546 feet above sea level. This location 
gives us many advantages. We use only agaves 
from the Highlands of Jalisco, 90% of them come 
directly from Jesus Maria. Its clay-rich soil and dry 
climate make for excellent conditions for growing 
these plants.

We use water from our own natural wells, it is rich in minerals and lends the tequila unique features. Its complex 
character and smooth taste are a result of a slow fermentation process with exclusive yeast designed by our 
family many years ago. The experience of our expert distillers and special �ltration technique help us achieve a 
perfect balance and exceptional taste.  

DRINK RESPONSIBLY

TASTE CREATED BY NATURE

@CampoAzulInt @campoazulint

Category: tequila 100% agave
Class: Blanco, Reposado y Añejo
Alc. Vol: MEX 35% USA 40%
Cap: 50 ml, 750 ml, 1L

GRAN CLASICO
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 REPOSADO
Small batch. Double distilled in traditional pot stills. 
Rested in small ex-Kentucky bourbon oak casks for 8 
months. 
Color: Light amber
Body: Medium body
Nose: Delicious light hints of wood, while the cooked 
agave still plays the major role in this young 
Reposado’s aroma. 
Palate: Light and smooth, the wood adds the spiciness 
needed to increase its personality. Notes of roasted 
peppers and fresh figs complete the experience. 
Awards: Gold medal winner, 2009 San Francisco 
World Spirits Competition
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MAGUEY ESPADÍN 7 YEARS
1 0 0 %  A R T I S A N A L  P R O C E S S 
Isaias Martínez Juan, Master Mezcalero. 

Palenque San Juan del Río, Tlacolula, Oaxaca. 

Machete and Coa cutting. 

Underground conical oven 3 day roast.

Horse-driven tahona mill.

Fermentation open air in pine wood vats. 

Double distillation in copper stills.

1 LITER / 44° ALC. VOL
NOM -072X

TASTING NOTES
 

A clear, crystalline mezcal with a pleasing smell 
of cooked agave and notes of spices, fruits and 

light smokiness. Soft yet complex taste of fruits such 
as banana, mango, pineapple and a touch of 
caramel.  A fresh presence of aromatic herbs and 
spices including rosemary, mint, peppers, and 
violets. Followed by earth tones, roots and a citric, 
fruity explosion.

Drink responsibly

  Follow us on Instagram: @rayumezcal 

  to see more about the mezcal

  world and cocktails. 

www.rayumezcal.com

MAGUEY ESPADÍN 7 YEARS + 
MADRECUISHE 18 YEARS + 
JABALI 18 YEARS
1 0 0 %  A R T I S A N A L  P R O C E S S 
Bernardino Jarquín Pacheco, Master Mezcalero.
Palenque, Miahuatlán de Porfirio Díaz, Oaxaca
(Community “El Chino”, Mengoli de Morelos)
Machete and Coa cutting.
Underground conical oven 3 day roast.
Mallet milling.
Open air fermentation in pine wood vats.
Double distillation in copper stills.

750 ML / 44° ALC. VOL
NOM -072X

TASTING NOTES
 
An explosive blend of flavors with each agave contributing its own unique 
sensations. The Jabalí offers butter and hazelnut notes and a strong and 
wild character born of its untamed nature. Following are the mineral 
notes of the Madrecuixe (Madrecuishe) bursting with flavors of moist 
earth, dried wood, and freshly cut herbs which then allow the entrance of 
the smooth, silky fruit tree and citrus notes offered by a fine Espadin 
agave which embraces the first two. Making a perfect combination for the 
palate.
 
A truly unique mezcal perfect for your most special occasions.  A union of 
the rebellious and the cultivated for a perfect marriage.

Drink responsibly

  Follow us on Instagram: @rayumezcal 
  to see more about the mezcal
  world and cocktails.

www.rayumezcal.com
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
 TA S T I N G N OT E S

• Beautiful glossy transparent color
• Intense aromas of smoke, earth and minerals
• Soft light flavor, smooth in the mouth and throat
• Authentic flavor of agave

S E RV I N G R E CO M M E N DAT I O N S
• A perfect mixer, especially for sweet and sour

cocktails
• A delicate sipper, neat

BRAND OVERVIEW
Established in 2010, Espíritu Corsa purchased a third generation Palenque located in San Agustin 
Amatengo, Oaxaca. Working alongside their mezcalero, they have produced several fantastic lines. Buen 
Bicho is named in admiration for the persistence and strength of the worker ants at their Palenque. With 
each sip, Buen Bicho pulls your senses to rich smells and flavors of the country side of Oaxaca.

T H E I R M E ZCA L – E S TAT E P RO D U C E D
• One of a few who own’s the Palenque with

100% production reserved for estate owned
brands

• Buen Bicho is produced Artisanal with 100%
natural ingredients and a guarantee of no
pesticide or additives

• Open air fermentation with local, wild yeast

T H E LA N D
• Limited production for sustainable farming

practices to preserve the land for future
generations

• Limit contribution to the deforestation with
first utilizing pre-fallen trees as wood for the
agave roasting

T H E P E O P L E
• Fair wages
• Conscious working conditions with employee’s

health in mind – gas burners are used in place
of wood to heat the stills and maintain safe air
quality

MEZCAL BUEN BICHO JOVEN
Espíritu Corsa • Espadín 6-7 Years

40%
alc/vol

750mL
bottle=+ + +xHand Harvest of Agave 

Piña + Pit-Roasting
 Tahona 
Chilena

Wooden 
Barrels

5 to 15 
Days

Copper Pot 
Distillation

Artisan 
Mezcal

HANDCRAFTED FROM OUR ESTATE TO BOTTLE
Espíritu Corsa is passionate about  

the mezcal, the land, and the people of Oaxaca.

P RO D U CT I O N P RO C E S S
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Made by the Contreras family in Rancho Tepúa, Aconchi, Sonora. The 
Contreras family established in the mid-1800s as cattle ranchers in the 
mountains of Aconchi, Sonora. Being in an area generous with Agave 
Pacífica, Jesús Contreras began the practice and tradition of making 
Bacanora. During the Prohibition, 4th Generation Maestro Bacanorero, 
Roberto with his father Don Lalo established several hidden distilleries at 
Rancho Tepúa which allowed them to continue the tradition. And now, in 
collaboration with his son Roberto, 5th generation Maestro Bacanorero, 
we proudly present to you Rancho Tepúa. Enjoy the heritage of our family 
in your glass. 

Origin – Rancho Tepua, Aconchi, Sonora, Mexico
Maestro Bacanorero – Roberto Contreras
Agave- 100% Agave Angustifolia Pacifica
Oven – Mesquite roasted underground for 36 hours
Water for fermentation – Rancho Tepua natural spring water
Fermentation – Wild yeast in stainless steel vats for 8-10 days
Type of still – Arabic alembic with stainless steel pot and copper condenser
Distillations – Two

B A CA N O R A  B L A N C O

Agave – Wild agave shrevei foraged within Rancho Tepua
Vinatero – Roberto Contreros
Village – Aconchi, El Río Sonora, Sierra Madre Occidental, Sonora, Mexico
Oven – Cylindrical pit with mesquite for 2-3 days
Mill – Mechanical
Ferment – Wild yeast in stainless steel for 8-10 days
Still – Copper arabic alembic

r e s e r va  d e l  v i n at e r o  –  l e c h u g i l l a

Agave – Agave angustifolia haw, maguey pacifica
Vinatero – Roberto Contreros
Origin – Aconchi, El Río Sonora, Sierra Madre Occidental, Sonora, Mexico
Oven – Cylindrical pit with mesquite for 2-3 days
Mill – Mechanical
Ferment – Wild yeast in stainless steel for 8-12 days
Distill – Copper arabic alembic

r e s e r va  d e l  v i n at e r o  –  P U N TAS

Palmilla – Palmilla is the Sonoran term for the sotol plant and the spirits from it
Sotol – Wild palmilla, dasylirion wheeleri foraged within Rancho Tepua
Vinatero – Roberto Contreros
Origin – Aconchi, El Río Sonora, Sierra Madre Occidental, Sonora, Mexico
Oven – Cylindrical pit with mesquite for 2-3 days
Mill – Mechanical
Ferment – Wild yeast in stainless steel for 8-12 days
Still – Copper arabic alembic

r e s e r va  d e l  v i n at e r o  –  pa l m i l l a
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 CLASSIC RESERVE
Flavor & Aroma: Nose: Butterscotch, Vanilla
Palette: Caramel, Oak, Tobacco, Licorice
Maturation: 5-6 years in 53 gallon virgin American white oak, toast #3, char #4. Hand 
bottled un�ltered. 

SINGLE/PRIVATE BARREL SELECT
CLASSIC RESERVE CASK STRENGTH
Flavor & Aroma: Nose: Caramel, Burnt Sugar
Palette: Tiramisu, Brown Sugar, Leather, Oak
Maturation: 5-6 years in 53 gallon virgin American white oak, toast #3, char #4. Hand 
bottled undiluted un�ltered straight from the cask. Single/Private Barrel Select

TERRAPIN DOUBLE IPA CASK EXCHANGE
Flavor & Aroma: Nose: Hops, Fresh Bread
Palette: Creamy, Dark Chocolate, Oak
Maturation: 3 years in 53 gallon virgin American white oak. T3, C4. Stored 18 months 
while barrel ages IPA. Original content returns for 1 more year after beer has been 
kegged. Hand bottled un�ltered.           Single/Private Barrel Select

CHATEAU ELAN PORT CASK EXCHANGE
Flavor & Aroma: Nose: Red Fruit, Sweet
Palette: Brown Sugar, Berries, Vanilla, Caramel
Maturation: 3 years in 53 gallon virgin American white oak, T3, C4. Stored 1 year while 
barrel ages Port. Original content returns for 1 more year after Port has been bottled. 
Hand bottled un�ltered. Single/Private Barrel Select

SINGLE ESTATE VIRGIN COASTAL GEORGIA RUM
Flavor & Aroma: Nose: Grassy, Vegetal
Palette: Sugarcane, Anise, Citrus
Maturation: Unaged, 60 day resting, virgin American oak, toasted only. Hand bottled 
un�ltered
 

AWARD WINNING SINGLE ESTATE OLD SOUTH GEORGIA RUM
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The Private Release Rum Series lets us 
exercise our blending expertise while 
maintaining a single barrel-like scale 
controlled entirely by hand and by 
palate. Our goal is always to maximize 
the best attributes of each component. 
Every ounce of every ingredient changes 
the overall character of these blends, as 
does the barrel that each one is aged in. 
For that reason, these rums take months 
to polish and perfect. While we may be 

able to replicate the recipe for these 
releases, the unique nature of 

each ingredient and the barrel 
they are married in makes 
every bottling singularly 
special.

The first in our Private Release Series is our 
Barrell Private Release Rum. This was a 
project in detailed blending, on a scale 
small enough to allow extreme precision. 
Each release is a unique blend of rums from 
Barbados, Jamaica, and Guyana, as well as 
rhum agricôle from Martinique. Once 
created, these blends are married in single 
casks, many of which were previously used 
for other spirits and/or wines. This is the first 
time in our company’s history that we have 
offered “micro” blends to the public.

R U M

P R I V A T E  R E L E A S E
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Ron Colón Salvadoreño rum is made from a 
special blend, creating a complex fl avour pal-
ate. The blend includes a 6-year-old Salvadoran 
rum from Licorera Cihuatán, aged and unaged 
pot-distilled rums from Worthy Park Estate, 
Monymusk and Hampden distilleries in Jamaica. 
By combining column-distilled and pot-distilled 
rums, the overall fl avour offers contrasting 
characteristics that interact to create some-
thing quite unique. Our 111 proof rums have 
been designed by bartenders for bartenders. 

Our aim with the Ron Colón Salvadoreño coffee 
cold infused rums is to authentically showcase 
all the fl avours of the Salvadoran coffee beans. 
The coffee infused Ron Colón Salvadoreño is 
made with single estate, bourbon coffee beans 
from the El Ciprés region. Grown at 1700m 
above sea level next to El Salvador’s famous 
Santa Ana volcano. Each step from growing, 
processing and roasting is done by Tomas and 
Andres Trigueros of Jags Head Coffee. Our
goal was to bring together the best El Salvador 
Coffee and Rum.

RON COLÓN SALVADOREÑO 
DARK AGED RUM (111 PROOF)

RON COLÓN SALVADOREÑO 
COFFEE AGED RUM (111 & 81 PROOF)
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tasting notes

Our V.S. Cognac is distilled from 
wines of the Cognac region in a 
single distillery and aged in French 
oak casks for at least 30 months.  
We distill wines from three of the 
major crus in the Cognac region to 
obtain a robust, fruit forward and 
rich distillate.  Maturation takes 
place in our cellars with 15% new 
barrels and 85% previously used 
cognac barrels.  We pay close 
attention to the oak selection 
(large grains oak, 36 months dry) 
and toasting (high temperature) 
for our new barrels, which bring a 
great finish to our V.S. 

Color Nice amber, copper glints, 
limpid and shiny.

Nose Fruit forward (pear, raisins, 
dry apricot), followed by a very 
distinct bourbon vanilla flavor 
and a delicate finish starring 
toasted oak, light smoky notes.

Palate Very round, soft palate, 
with a delicate mix of fresh 
grapes, winy notes and floral 
bouquet.  Great finish, mixing 
typical French oak notes with an 
already oxidative prune note.

Couvignac
V.S. Cognac
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tasting notes

Our XO Petite Champagne Single Cru is 
obtained through the distillation of wines 
coming from this unique cru of the Cognac 
region.  This area, located in the center of the 
region, has a typical soil consisting mainly of 
clay stone; which is basically a poor soil for 
agriculture but a great terroir for wine and 
cognac making.  The Petite Champagne fresh 
distillate o�ers a wonderful minerality, very 
delicate pear, floral hints and even a fresh 
buttery nose.  These delicate elements need 
more time than any other cru to reach matu-
ration, with a minimum requirement of 10 
years in oak.

Our Petite Champagne Single Cru is a blend 
of Cognacs aged 10 to 20 years, exclusively  
selected for their great elegance, typical of 
this terroir.  We favor aging these Cognacs in 
humid, stable temperature cellars; carefully 
selecting specific “small grain” French oak 
casks, with light toasting.

Color Amber, copper and golden glints.

Nose Powerful, overwhelming nose, show-
ing a great complexity from the start with a 
perfectly aligned balance of minerality and 
dry fruit notes; prunes, hint of crystallized 
citrus, blond tobacco and humid cellar, nice 
cognac rancio.

Palate  Just as the nose, great flavorful start 
combining fruitiness, minerality and deli-
cious oxidized hints (typical cognac rancio). 
Nice, light cigar box and old cellar hints 
adding some spiciness on the finish.  Soft, 
smooth and long finish.

Baardseth XO 
Petite Champagne, 
Single Cru, Cognac

tasting notes

Our Fine Champagne Cognac is a 
blend of the two best crus of the 
Cognac region;  Grande Champagne 
and Petite Champagne.  The distil-
lates obtained from these wines are 
aged separately in French oak casks, 
with a significant amount of new 
casks (up to 25%).  The oak is carefully 
selected (36 months dry, majority of 
small grain oak), and the toasting of 
the casks is precisely defined (light to 
medium) to preserve the delicate 
notes of the Fine Champagne distil-
lates.  In these conditions,  we allow 
our fresh distillates 4 to 6 years to 
mature, slowly evolving into a great 
spirit, full of balance and elegance.

Color Medium amber, dark copper 
and golden glints.

Nose Crystallized fruits appear first, 
with generous hints of dry apricot, 
orange peel, and prunes, followed by 
a “still fresh” mature grape note, 
light toasted oak, great round finish.

Palate Generous palate; dry and 
crystallized fruits attack, followed by 
vanilla and pastry notes, and spiced 
up by a light, but persistent smoky 
note, nice minerality, oxidized tan-
nins and light rancio; very long-last-
ing finish.

Baardseth
VSOP, 
Fine Champagne Cognac
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tasting notes

Our V.S.O.P. brandy has been distilled 
in Coffey stills from grape wines and
aged in our cellars in French oak 400 
liter casks for a minimum of one year.  
Thereafter, it is blended with our 
older brandies.  Typical grape varieties
can be Colombard, Merlot, Muscat 
or Airen.

Considering the shorter period of 
aging for brandy than the typical 
aging period for cognac, we age our 
brandy in rather dry cellars with 
exposure to temperature movements.  
The casks we use for aging our 
brandy are the same as the casks we 
use to age our V.S. cognac; large grain 
French oak with high temperature 
toasting (up to 200 C, equivalent of 
392 degrees Fahrenheit), with a small 
percentage of new casks being used.

Color  Nice amber, dark copper 
glints, limpid and shiny.

Nose  Fruits forward notes of pear, 
raisins and dry pineapple, followed 
by a very delicate toasted vanilla 
flavor and a gentle finish of raisin 
and fudge.

Palate Light, soft palate, with a deli

-

cate mix of Muscat grapes, winy 
notes and toasted oak.  Nice, soft 
finish, mixing typical French oak 
notes with a hint of exotic fruits.

Napoleon French Brandy
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AVERELL DAMSON GIN

The Damson Plum made its way to North America with early settlers. Historically famous 
in jams, brandy and gin these small, tart, crimson plums have become rare, losing 
ground to larger and sweeter cultivated varieties. The plums in our Damson Gin Liqueur 
are barrel pressed to extract the juice along with the rich color of the skins, then 
blended with a small batch American gin. The result is an exceptionally bold and bright 
liqueur, delicious in classic fizzes, with ginger beer, or with Dolin dry vermouth. Along 
with a limited stock of Damson jam, this is made with each harvest in upstate New York. 

TAYLOR’S VELVET FALERNUM

Velvet Falernum is a longtime staple item of resorts and bars in Barbados. The 
sweetness, spice and almond character of this rum-based liqueur provides weight and 
texture to classic rum and wine punches. Today, Falernum is a staple for tropical drinks 
such as swizzles, Zombies, and other Tiki drinks. Try the island favorite with 2 parts aged 
rum, 2 dashes Angostura and a squeeze of lime. Add to red wine and orange juice for a 
quick, delicious Sangria. John D Taylor’s Falernum is considered by many as the original 

Falernum, and it today produced by famed rum distiller R.L. Seale Ltd.

KRONAN SWEDISH PUNSCH

Swedish Punsch is a liqueur of two histories – a national drink in Sweden, and a 
component of more than fifty cocktails. Made with rums from the West Indies (Demerara 
and Jamiaca) and East Indies (Batavia Arrack) and numerous spice and bitter flavors, 
Kronan has exceptional depth and complexity, particularly with a bit of citrus added. 
Use in the Doctor Cocktail, Diki-Diki and Mabel Berra cocktails. With ice and squeeze of 
lime Kronan is ideal as an easy afternoon drink, after dinner or with cigars. 

ZIRBENZ STONE PINE LIQUEUR 

Zirbenz draws all of its high alpine flavors and natural earthy red colors from the freshly 
picked fruit of the Arolla Stone Pine grown in the Austrian Alps. The young full cones are 
still fresh and sweet, giving a smooth layer of berry fruit over an intricate, pine-floral 
backbone, with a slight minty freshness. Enjoy on its own as a digestive, with tonic or 
soda, or in cocktails incorporating gin or hoppy beer. Handcrafted and bottled in Austria 

by Josef Hofer, a family distillery since 1797. **Available in 750ml and 375ml**
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GILKA
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CALVADOS
CALVADOS (KAL-vah-dohs) Normandy is home to cheese, apples, cider and calvados. It is said that calvados is the finest apple brandy in the world. 
An ancient tradition in Normandy is to serve this as a digestive in the middle of the meal. It lends itself well in cooking, cocktails, and as an after 
dinner drink. Aged cider is double distilled and aged a minimum of two to three years. Though it may carry a vintage, sometimes it is blended with 
older calvados in the aging process.

COGNAC
COGNAC hails from the town of Cognac and the surrounding areas in western France. Made primarily from Trebbiano grapes, known in France as 
Ugni Blanc and Saint-Emilion, cognac is double distilled immediately after fermentation. Cognac is aged in French oak which mellows the spirit and 
enhances the aroma and flavor. The secret to cognac is the chalky, sticky soil of the town and region of Cognac that yields a grape high in acid. The 
majority of cognacs are blends of aged brandies distilled from grapes grown in two or more of the six, adjacent growing districts of the Cognac region 
called Crus.

EAU-DE-VIE
EAU-DE-VIE, meaning water of life, is the French name for true fruit brandies. Eau-de-vie has been a cornerstone of the European culinary tradition 
for centuries. Delicious fruit aromas and intense sensuous flavor accompany each sip of eau-de-vie. The distillation that creates this elegant spirit 
preserves the delicate flavors of the sole ingredient: fresh fruit - there are more than 20 pounds in each bottle! This makes for an intense elixir, but 
careful distillation keeps it from being fiery. There must be some reason why tens of millions of Europeans have incorporated it into their daily ritual 
for the past few hundred years as the perfect after-dinner digestif.

FERNET
FERNET is an Italian type of amaro, a bitter, aromatic spirit. Fernet is made from a number of herbs and spices which vary according to the brand, 
but usually include myrrh, rhubarb, chamomile, cardamom, aloe and especially saffron, with a base of grape distilled spirits and colored with 
caramel coloring. Fernet is usually served as a digestif after a meal but may also be served with coffee and espresso. 

GIN
GIN comes from the Dutch word for juniper, genever. In the 17th century, Dutch physician Franciscus Sylvius of the University of Leiden in the 
Netherlands first prescribed distilled spirits infused with juniper oil for the stomach and kidney disorders. British soldiers soon brought this tasty 
‘Dutch courage’ home with them. Penny-cheap, gin became the favorite drink of the English working classes. Abuse was so rampant that social 
reformers denounced “gin madness” as the root of all evil.

GRAPPA
GRAPPA (GRAH-pah) is a colorless high alcohol Italian eau-de-vie distilled from grape residue (grape skins and seeds) left in the wine press after the 
juice is removed for wine. Grappa has been made commercially since the 18th century. There are hundreds of highly individual, markedly different 
styles of this fiery distillation, which can also have great depth and character.

LIQUEURS
LIQEUERS are spirits primarily made from an infusion of essential oils and extract from fruits, herbs, flowers, nuts or spices with a spirit such as 
brandy, rum or whiskey, and are made with closely guarded secret recipes. Also called cordials and ratafias, liqueurs are usually high in alcohol. 
Liqueurs were originally used as a digestive, but have an expanded role today served before and after dinner, and have become key ingredients in 
cocktail as well as food recipes.

MEZCAL
MEZCAL is a distilled alcoholic beverage made from the maguey plant (a form of agave) native to Mexico. The word mezcal comes from Nahuatl 
“mexcalli” which means “oven-cooked agave”. The maguey grows in many parts of Mexico, though most mezcal is made in Oaxaca. Today, mezcal is 
still made from the heart of the maguey plant, called the “pina”, much the same way it was 200 years ago. In Mexico, mezcal is generally consumed 
straight and has a strong smoky flavor. 

OUZO
is a dry anise-flavored aperitif that is widely consumed in Greece, Cyprus and Lebanon. Its taste is similar to other anise liquors like pastis and Sambuca.

PICSO
PISCO is a nearly clear, 90-proof brandy distilled form wine grapes of the muscatel variety in Chile and Peru. The oldest written historical record of 
grape brandy production in the Spanish colonies date back to 1613 in Peru. The origins of the word pisco can be traced to the Quechua language and 
the valleys of the Ica region of Peru. The valley that was to be later named Pisco Valley was settled by people who, during the Inca Empire, were to 
become known as piskos. One of the main products they provided were the containers used to store chicha, their local spirit. These containers were 
also known as piskos. As time went by, the beverage cam to be known by the name given to its container. 

QUINQUINA
QUINQUINA is a variety of apéritif wines. Traditionally quinquinas contain cinchona bark, which provides quinine. Quinine was used in treating 
malaria. Americano is considered either a subclass of quinquina, or a separate variety of apéritif. Americano uses gentian root as the primary 
ingredient for flavoring and bitterness. 

GLOSSARY

AMARO
AMARO (Italian for bitter) is an Italian liqueur that is commonly used as an after-dinner digestif. It usually has a bitter-sweet flavor and is sometimes 
syrupy. Amaro is typically produced by macerating herbs, roots, flowers, bark and/or citrus peels in the alcohol, either in neutral spirits or wine, mixing 
the filtrate with sugar syrup and allowing the mixture to age in casks or bottles.

ANISE BASED LIQEUERS 
ANISE is an annual plant long cultivated for its aromatic and medicinal qualities, and one of the herbs that was supposed to avert the evil eye. 
Absinthe is perhaps the most notorious liqueur produced from anise. Absinthe hit its peak during the years from 1900-1914 and was associated with 
the artistic life and was even used as an aphrodisiac. Banned in the states in 1912, interest in absinthe remained very high and beverages were 
developed as substitutes, similar in taste but lower in alcohol and produced without wormwood. Known by such names as anis or anisette, pastis, 
ouzo, or raki, absinthe-style liqueurs have been resurgence in use.

APERITIFS
APERITIF (ah-pair-uh-TEEF) was traditionally vermouth or a wine fortified by herbs and spices. As that combination was believed to be an appetite 
stimulant, it was traditionally served before meals. As it evolved, various versions of wine and spices were referred to as aperitifs and slowly other 
alcoholic based beverages – including spirits – were served before meals, blurring the definition of aperitif. To this day wine and spirits based 
products refer to themselves as being as aperitif. The simplest definition in today’s world is any alcoholic beverage consumed before dining.

ARMAGNAC
ARMAGNAC (ar-mahn-YAK) is a fine French brandy from Gascony, a region south east of Bordeaux. One reason for the relative obscurity of armagnac 
is that with few exceptions it is still produced by a myriad of small distillers and artisans. Like cognac, armagnac is aged in oak for up to 40 years. 
Armagnac may not be as well-known as its big brother cognac, but among aficionados it is appreciated for its greater sophistication and subtleness. 
A principal difference between armagnac and cognac is the system of distillation. Armagnac uses a single distillation process to capture more of the 
wine’s aromas and character, resulting in a richer spirit with greater complexity and a fuller body. 

BAIJIU
BAIJIU also known as shaojiu, is an alcoholic beverage from China. It is sometimes translated as “white wine”, but is in fact a strong distilled spirit, 
generally about 40-60% alcohol by volume. It is a clear drink usually distilled from sorghum, although other grains may be used: Baijiu is southern 
China often employs glutinous rice, while northern Chinese varieties may use wheat, barley, millet, or even Job’s tears in place of sorghum. 

BITTERS
BITTERS by definition are alcoholic beverages distilled or infused with plant, herb or root extracts. Native Americans taught the early settlers how to 
use indigenous plants for flavoring in beverages and for medicinal purposes. Bitters is one of the spirits not named for its place of origin or method 
of manufacture, but rather, after its taste. Bitters range from bitter to bittersweet and remain a staple in every bar for use in cocktail recipes, and 
to add a dry zest to food recipes. Because of their function as a digestive aid and appetite stimulant, bitters are often served on the rocks with soda 
before dinner as an aperitif, as well straight-up after dinner as a digestive. Strong bitters have very little sugar and are very strong (38% to 45% alc/
vol.) Medium bitters are milder (30% to 35 %) with normal sugar content.

BOURBON
BOURBON is named after the very large county in Kentucky where it was distilled exclusively in the late 1700s, and is the most famous of all 
American Whiskies. To be labeled as bourbon, the whiskey must contain natural grains, of which at least 51% must be corn, must be distilled at less 
than 160 proof, and must be aged in charred, new oak barrels. If a bourbon is aged less than 4 years, the age must be stated. The bourbon can only 
be labeled ‘straight bourbon’ if it is aged over 2 years. The spirit must go into the barrel at no more than 125 proof, nothing can be done to alter the 
flavor or color in any way from the time it is distilled through bottling and only water can be added to adjust the barrel and bottling strengths. 

BRANDY
BRANDY is by definition, any spirit made from distilled wine or fermented fruit juice. The word originated from brendewijn, meaning burnt wine in 
Dutch. Brandy is made all over the world, the most famous coming from the Cognac region of France. The three basic types of brandy are eau-de-vie 
de, marc (pomace brandy) and fruit brandy.

CACHACA
CACHACA (kah-SHAH-sah) is a genuine Brazilian beverage made from the fermentation of sugar cane juice, and is the key ingredient to the ever 
popular caipirinha cocktail. It all started in the 17th century in the Providence of San Vicente when a slave drank the foam of fermented sugar cane 
juice, the cagaca. Before long it was distilled, giving birth to cachaca. Throughout the 16th and 17th centuries cachaca rose to importance with 
sugar plantations dividing their business between the production of sugar and cachaca.
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SHRUBS
Shrubs are an intriguing blend of fruit, sugar, and vinegar created during the Colonial Era to preserve fruit long after harvest.  Recipes and methods 
for making shrubs vary, but the result is a delicious liquid that captures the essence of fresh fruit. Vinegar provides a distinct tangy bite that balances 
perfectly with the sweetness of fresh fruit. Vinegar works much like citrus in your drinks – it quenches thirst, cleanses the palate and is very refreshing.

SLIVOVITZ
SLIVOVITZ is a distilled beverage made from Damson plums, which is why it is frequently called or referred to as plum brandy. Slivovitz is produced 
in Central and Eastern Europe, both commercially as well as homemade. In the manufacturing process, the plums and their ground kernels are first 
crushed and pressed; yeast, starch and sugar may be added to the juice; and the mixture is then allowed to ferment. There may be one or several 
distillation stages, depending on the desired final product or region of production, and aging is common to enhance the distillate’s finer flavors. 

TEQUILA
TEQUILA is a regional specific name for a distilled beverage made from the blue agave plant, primarily in the area surrounding the city of Tequila, 
65 km (40 mi) northwest of Guadalajara, and in the highlands (Los Altos) of the north western Mexican state of Jalisco. The red volcanic soil in the 
surrounding region is particularly well suited to the growing of the blue agave, and more than 300 million of the plants are harvested there each 
year. Agave tequila grows differently depending on the region. Blue agaves grown in the highlands region are larger in size and sweeter in aroma and 
taste. Agaves harvested in the lowlands, on the other hand, have a more herbaceous fragrance and flavor. Mexican laws state that tequila can be 
produced only in the state of Jalisco and limited regions in the states of Guanajuato, Michoacán, Nayarit and Tamaulipas. The United States officially 
recognizes that spirits called “tequila” can only be produced in Mexico, although by agreement bulk amounts can be shipped to be bottled in the U.S. 

VERMOUTH
VERMOUTH is an aromatized fortified wine flavored with various botanicals (roots, barks, flowers, seeds herbs and spices). After the wine is 
aromatized and fortified, the vermouth is sweetened with either cane sugar or caramelized sugar, depending on the style. The modern versions of the 
beverage were first produced in the mid to late 18th century in Turin, Italy. While Vermouth was traditionally used for medicinal purposes, its true 
claim to fame is as an aperitif. However, in the late 1800s it became popular with bartenders as a key ingredient in many classic cocktails that have 
survived to date. Historically, there have been two main types of vermouth, sweet and dry. 

VODKA
VODKA is a distilled beverage composed primarily of water and ethanol, sometimes with traces of impurities and flavorings. Traditionally, vodka is 
mad by the distillation of fermented grains or potatoes, though some modern brands use other substances, such as fruits or sugar. Products sold as 
“vodka” in the United States must have a minimum alcohol content of 40%. Vodka is traditionally served neat (not mixed with any water, ice or other 
mixer), though it is often preferred chilled. It also commonly used in cocktail and mixed drinks, such as the vodka martini, vodka tonic, screwdriver, 
greyhound, Black or White Russian, Bloody Mary and Sex on the Beach. 

WHISKEY
WHISKEY is a type of distilled alcoholic beverage made from fermented grain mash. Various grains (which may be malted) are used for different 
varieties, including barley, maize (corn), rye and wheat. Whiskey is typically aged in wooden casks, generally made of charred white oak. Whiskey is 
a strictly regulated spirit worldwide with many classes and types. The final personality evolves from many factors including the water, type of grain, 
how the grain is treated and processed, and the aging of the distillate. 

American whiskey is distilled from a fermented mash of cereal grain. Some types if whiskey listed in the United States federal regulations are: 
bourbon whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 51% corn), corn whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 80% corn, malt 
whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 51% malted barley), rye whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 51% rye, rye malt 
whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 51% malted rye) and wheat whiskey (made from mash that consists of at least 51% wheat). 
These types of American whiskey must be distilled to no more than 80% alcohol by volume, and barreled at no more than 125 proof. Only water may 
be added to the final product; the addition of coloring or flavoring is prohibited. These whiskeys must be aged in new charred-oak containers, except 
for corn whiskey which does not have to be aged. If it is aged, it must be in uncharred oak barrels or in used barrels. Corn whiskey is usually unaged 
and sold as a legal version of moonshine. If one of these whiskey types reached two years or beyond, it is additionally designated as straight,e.g. 
straight rye whiskey. A whiskey that fulfills all above requirements but derives from less than 51% of any one specific grain can be called simply a 
straight whiskey without naming a grain. U.S. regulations also recognize other whiskey categories, including: blended whiskey, light whiskey and 
spirit whiskey. American blended whiskeys combine straight whiskey with neutral grain spirit, flavorings and colorings. Another important distinction 
of whiskey is Tennessee whiskey. The main difference in defining a Tennessee whiskey is its use of the Lincoln County Process, which involves 
filtration of the whiskey through charcoal. In practice, it is essentially identical to bourbon whiskey. 

RAICILLA
RAICILLA is a distilled spirit, originating in the south western portion of the Mexican state of Jalisco, and pre-dates the arrival of Hispanic people 
in the country. It is similar to tequila and mezcal as it is also a product of the agave plant. Traditionally Raicilla has been created and sold as a 
“moonshine” product without government sanction or approval. It is distilled in crude, primitive stills from a fermented mash made from the roots of 
the maguey plant. The mash is slow cooked, and the steam condensed on a copper cone cooled, traditionally, by spring water.

RANCIO
French and Spanish term for a fortified wine that has been madeirized, often by storage in oak barrels for at least two years often exposed to direct 
sunlight. Rancio wines are often found in the Roussillon region of France and in various Spanish regions.

RUM
RUM is a distilled alcoholic beverage made from sugarcane byproducts, such as molasses, or directly from sugarcane juice, by a process of 
fermentation and distillation. The distillate, a clear liquid, is then usually aged in oak barrels. The majority of the world’s rum production occurs in 
the Caribbean and Latin America, however rum is also produced in many other countries around the world. Rums are produced in various grades. 
Light rums are commonly used in cocktails, whereas “golden” and “dark” rums were typically consumed individually (i.e. “straight” or “neat”) or 
used for cooking, but are now commonly consumed with mixers. Premium rums are also available, made to be consumed with mixers. Premium rums 
are also available, made to be consumed either or straight or iced. 
Spiced rums obtain their flavors through the addition of spices and, sometimes, caramel. Most are darker in color, and based on gold rums. Among 
these spices added are cinnamon, rosemary, absinthe/aniseed or pepper. 

SCOTCH WHISKY
To be classed as “Scotch” whisky must be both distilled and matured in Scotland. The reason for this is that Scotch whiskies derive part of their 
flavor from the air in the locations where they are stored during maturation. 
Scotch whisky is commonly sold in single malt, pure malt and blended versions. Single malt, or 100% malts, are generally more expensive than 
the blends and are produced entirely from malted barley. It should be noted that the production of all types of Scotch whisky does not allow for any 
additives or ‘enhancers’. Only cereals (barley, wheat, maize, etc.), water and yeast may be used, although a small amount of caramel (burnt sugar) is 
permitted at the point of bottling – this ensures a consistent color of the finished product. 

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
By far the most popular worldwide, blended Scotch whisky accounts for the majority of the Scotch that is consumed. Blends are created from 
many different malt whiskies and grain whisky. Typically, there would be about 80% grain and 20% malts in a blend with as many as 20 (but 
usually less than 15) different malts being used. Blended whiskies are popular because skilled master blenders can produce individual blends 
with consistent and distinctive characteristics. 
SINGLE GRAIN SCOTCH WHISKY
Single grain Scotch whisky is the product of a single distillery and made from unmalted barley, corn (maize) or wheat, water and barley. There 
are only a few single grain whiskies on sale to the general public and they are often hard to find. Almost all grain whisky goes into the blending 
process and therefore production volumes are much higher than a typical malt distillery. This is reflected in the fact that there are only seven 
grain distilleries operating in Scotland at present and they can cope with the required volume. 

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY
Single malt Scotch whisky is so called because it consists strictly of malt whiskies from a single distillery. These must not contain any whiskies 
from other distilleries and they must be distilled copper pot stills. 

Single malts are produced in many areas of Scotland. Perhaps the best known (and the area with the highest concentration) is Speyside. Malt 
whiskies tend to be classified by the area and Islay, but is not true to say all whiskies from one area are the same, they may share certain 
characteristics, but no more than that. It is worth noting that only about 5% of today’s malt whisky is bottled, the rest goes into blends. In malt 
whisky distilling only barley may be used, distillers may not use any other grains or fermentable products. 
SINGLE CASK MALT 
A single cask malt is one which is a bottling from a single cask. Since most of the American bourbon casks that are used are 200 liters, and by 
the time the angels have taken their share (the portion that evaporates during maturation), this means that not much more than 400 bottles 
will be available from each cask, depending on the age and type of cask used. 
While single cask malts are very exclusive their consistency cannot be controlled by mixing the malts from different casks, so don’t always 
expect them to taste the same as other whiskies from the same distillery. Some of these ”single, single” malts are also bottled at cask strength, 
with no water at all being added. This means that they often have 50% alcohol content or more, with some being as high as 60%. Most 
distillers would recommend that whisky be consumed at approximately 28 to 30%, typically 3 parts whisky to 2 parts water. This allows all of 
the flavors (some of which are dissolved in the alcohol) to be fully appreciated. 
BLENDED MALT
Previously known as “pure malt” or “vatted malt”, this is a blend of malt whiskies from different distilleries. The term “pure malt” was coined 
to suggest exclusively but it really just means that the bottle contains no grain whiskies. Clearly all Scotch malt whiskies are by definition pure 
malts or 100% Scotch malts. This is not to say that pure malts are inferior. Once again, the master blender can marry together a number of 
malts in various quantities to produce a distinctive whisky with its own character and traits. 
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